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- Online nursing program
- 8 week course
- Taught by multiple instructors
- Taught multiple sections a year
- Deltak
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- Goals:
  - Incorporate technology to create mechanisms to connect students to current information.
  - Incorporate technology to increase student-to-student interaction.
  - Incorporate technology to link students to credible sources.
  - Incorporate technology to enhance student access to the course material.
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- Twitter
- Flipboard
- BB
Follow @SHUPS295 on Twitter. In addition you will have to follow one health organization throughout the course and re-tweet from the health organization posts to @SHUPS295. You may select one of the following, or any health related organization of your choice: CDC, WHO, NIMH, SAMSHA, NAMI, American Cancer Society, and American Heart Association.
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Mentions

Jessica Samuolis @JessicaSamuolis @SHUPS295

Mental Health NIMH @NIMHgov
NIH Research study seeks to understand how sports-related head injury impacts the brain of former athletes. 1.usa.gov/1Ggg3l6

Jessica Samuolis @JessicaSamuolis @SHUPS295

Francis S. Collins @NIHDirector
New technology supported by #BRAIN sets stage for analyzing gene activity of thousands of individual cells. #NIH 1.usa.gov/1STdM2S

Jessica Samuolis @JessicaSamuolis @SHUPS295

CDC Travel Health @CDCtravel
Our new 2016 Yellow Book has new sections and added features, including yellow fever vaccine recommendation maps. go.usa.gov/3k68P
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- Find and follow SHUPS295 Health on Flipboard. You will be invited to contribute to SHUPS295 Health magazine throughout the course as part of BB discussion assignments.
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Should you be prepared for healthcare sticker shock?

www.pbs.org

TRANSCRIPT GWEN IFILL: If it feels like you are spending more for healthcare through higher deductibles or premiums, you may be right. Under the ...
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- Embed videos
- Hyperlinks
- Add grading rubrics
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Other ideas:

- Use Tackk to have students complete the genogram assignment
- Use Google Slides to have each student complete a health goal assignment and have all the slides compile into one file
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- Connect students to current information: Twitter, Flipboard
- Increase student-to-student interaction: Flipboard
- Link students to credible sources: Twitter, Flipboard
- Enhance student access to the course material: BB
- Consider other digital tools